
FIBERGLASS PRODUCTS 735

002-970 Wooden
Boat Restoration & Repair

This manual shows you how to do professional level repairs and renova-
tions that will dramatically extend the life of your wooden boat. Dry rot
repairs, structural frame repairs, and plank repairs are among the many
restoration solutions covered.The modern
products and techniques that make
contemporary wooden boats so enduring
are applied to wooden boat restoration
in this fully illustrated 80-page manual.

ORDER NO. PRICE
GOU 002970 $4.25

GOU 002650 $4.25

002-550
Fiberglass Boat Repair & Maintenance

A comprehensive guide to a variety of fiberglass repair problems.
Includes detailed instructions on repairing delamination, keel damage
and gelcoat blisters. Also covers fairing keels for
better performance, hardware bonding,
finishing and installing teak veneers on decks,
hatches and cabin tops. Over 40 drawings and
photographs; softcover, 48 pages.

002-650
Gelcoat Blisters: Diagnosis, Repair & Prevention
This manual provides a thorough explanation of the osmotic blistering
phenomenon. Detailed instructions are provided on effective laminate
drying techniques, repairing localized and severe interlaminate blister
damage, application techniques for applying an
effective epoxy barrier coat, and more.
A must-read for the boat owner and repair yard
operator alike. Softcover, 48 pages.

ORDER NO. PRICE

ORDER NO. PRICE
GOU 002550 $4.25

Episize™ Glass Fabrics
Fabrics are ideal for building composite laminates
and repairing fiberglass structures. May also be
used to provide an abrasion-resistant covering for
wooden structures. When wet-out, the 4 and 6 oz.
fabrics become transparent, allowing a clear,
natural wood finish. May be painted or varnished.

G/5 Five-Minute Adhesive
An easy to use, 2-part resin/hardener system for quick repairs, tooling
and general bonding. May be used in spot applications to hold parts in
position while standard epoxy bonds cure. Bonds to wood, fiberglass
and metal. Not recommended for long-term bonds subject to high loads
or moisture. One-to-one mixture, no pumps are
required. Cures in 3-5 minutes.

Episize™ Glass Tape
Versatile WEST SYSTEM Episize™

9-oz. fabric tapes are ideal for reinforcing chines, hull/deck
corners and similar structural applications. When bonded
with WEST SYSTEM epoxy, they provide
additional tensile strength to resist hair-
line crack development and abrasion.

738 Episize™ Biaxial Fabric
15 oz. non-woven E glass fabric. Two layers, + 45° fiber orientation.
The same as 737 fabric with a 7.5 oz./sq. ft. mat backing.
Approximately 22 oz./sq. yd. total fabric
weight. 50" wide x 20 yd. roll.

Episize™ Biaxial Tape
15 oz. non-woven E glass fabric. Two layers at a + 45 degree fiber ori-
entation are held together by a light stitching. Flat, noncrimped fibers
yield reduced print-through and higher
stiffness than woven fabrics. Ideal for
repairs, tabbing and reinforcing.

ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION CTN. PRICE
GOU 72910 2" wide x 10' 15 $7.65

GOU 73210 4" wide x 10' 10 $12.10

865-16 G/5 Adhesive, Two-Part Two, 1 Pint

865-4 G/5 Adhesive, Two-Part Two, 1/4 Pint

ORDER NO. CTN. PRICE
GOU 86516 12 $45.90

GOU 8654 12 $14.90

ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION CTN. PRICE
GOU 74530 30" x 30" 12 $16.50

ORDER NO. SIZE PRICE
GOU 72710 4" x 10' $11.80

GOU 72720 4" x 20' $43.80

ORDER NO. PRICE
GOU 73820 $559.35

WEST SYSTEM Brand
Epoxy How-To DVD
Everything from basic handling tips to advanced
epoxy repair techniques. Interactive menus
allow for easy navigation. Arm yourself with the
latest, most comprehensive composite building
and repair information available to the boating
community. DVD — 59 minutes.

ORDER NO. PRICE
GOU 002898 $18.00

883 Vacuum Bag Sealant
Mastic tape sealant for airtight seals between vacuum bags and
molds. Easy to work around difficult angles, patching small leaks
in the vacuum system.

ORDER NO. SIZE PRICE
GOU 883 1/2" wide x 25' roll $11.95


